Abstract-In this article we describe a simplified version of Polly Cracker-style fully homomorphic encryption scheme. The main feature of our scheme is an ability to define a strict upper bound of ciphertext size when performing calculations on it for both addition and multiplication. Combined with homomorphic properties of Polly Cracker it's able to reach high calculation performance without degrading in time. Another important aspect is utilization of large finite rings for calculations in untrusted environment, which prevents most of known attacks on Polly Cracker family.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our days, development of practically efficient fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) schemes is the one of the most important problems in cryptography. An encryption scheme is called fully homomorphic if it's able to evaluate an arbitrary function ( 1 , . . . , ) over ciphertexts. In this case decrypted value must match to a calculation result of the same function over plaintexts. Wide spread of cloud computing is a serious driving factor for development of such kind of ciphers to protect confidential data in an untrusted environment. There are two general scenarios which pose slightly different requirements for encryption.
The first is protection of information stored in cloud databases. Traditional encryption doesn't fit really well for this case, because it doesn't allow to perform any computations (i.e. statistical) on data directly in the cloud. For this case we need an FHE resistant to known plaintext attacks additionally with relatively small ciphertext size. At the same time, we usually don't perform complex calculations on data inside database, so we can lower requirements for computation performance.
Second scenario is outsourcing heavy computations (i.e. physical modeling, video rendering and so on) to a cloud. To make this cost effective we must require high computation performance over encrypted data, but we may lower security requirements for certain scenarios such as chosen plain-text or ciphertext attack.
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Initial breakthrough in this domain was a research done by Craig Gentry for his PhD [1] in 2009. He proved theoretical possibility of such encryption though his original scheme was absolutely impractical due to heavy requirements on memory and computational resources. His work had a significant impact on cryptographic community and in following years many derived encryption schemes were presented to improve it's performance. Unfortunately, all currently known encryption schemes based on Gentry's ideas are still not efficient enough to be incorporated into a real world applications and databases.
In this paper we consider an encryption scheme, which may be useful in both described scenarios and is based on Polly Cracker ideas, allowing to reach high calculation performance.
II. PRIOR WORKS AND OUR CONTRIBUTION
In early 1990s several works were presented, which introduced family of public-key cryptosystems currently known as Polly Cracker. Fellows and Koblitz proposed a public-key encryption based on a secret ideal in polynomial ring [2] . In this work a set of multivariate polynomials 1 , . . . , −1 ∈ [ 1 , . . . ] over a field represent an ideal ℐ and are considered as a public key. These polynomials must have a common root * , which is a private key. Ciphertext for a message ∈ /ℐ is computed as follows:
To decrypt is it's enough to evaluate at the secret root. About the same time B. Barkee et al. published a paper [3] presenting a cryptosystem based on similar ideas. In their scheme, private key consists of Gröbner basis defining an ideal ℐ in polynomial ring. Public key included a set of arbitrary samples 1 , . . . , −1 ∈ ℐ.
In the same paper they demonstrated weakness on such kind of encryption to attacks employing Buchberger's algorithm [4] to recover Gröbner basis. They posed a long-standing question, if it's possible to use Gröbner basis for cryptographic purposes.
These works were followed by several attempts to invent a secure Polly Cracker-style cryptosystem, but almost all of them were broken by now. A very good survey of these schemes and their weaknesses is presented in [5] .
In 2011 Albrecht et al. published a paper [6] where homomorphic properties of Barkee's scheme [3] and it's IND-BCPA security were discussed. They considered two modifications: noiseless FHE and noisy somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE), conceptually similar Gentry's SHE. They prove that noiseless scheme reaches only bounded m-IND-CPA security, which means that it might be broken if an adversary is able to encrypt ( ) plaintexts, where is a security parameter and -a polynomial function. In this paper we present modification of noiseless FHE [6] which resists Gröbner basis recovery attacks. We turn ciphertext domain into polynomial quotient ring, which allows to define strict upper bound of ciphertext size independently of evaluated circuit depth. This makes our cryptosystem practically applicable to secure computations in, for example, cloud databases.
Additionally, we introduce notion of public and private rings. A private ring is an integer quotient ring by prime modulus. A public ring contains the private as a subring and is an integer quotient ring by composite modulus. Given only with public ring adversary can't apply Buchberger's algorithm to recover a secret key.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section III we establish notation, describe our cryptosystem and provide initialization, encryption, decryption and calculation algorithms. Then, in section IV we consider it from mathematical standpoint and prove it's correctness and homomorphic properties. Next, in section V we provide a brief security review. In section VI we discuss a modification of our scheme with even better level of security at the cost of worse calculation performance. We also discuss implementation-related issues in VII practical aspects of the scheme in section VIII. Then we present benchmarking results in IX. Finally, in section X we discuss main achieved results and possible development directions for future research.
III. ENCRYPTION SCHEME CONSTRUCTION
In the rest of the paper we will use following notations:
• Z -integer ring modulo .
• Z [ ] -univariate polynomial ring over Z .
• ,
] containing all polynomials of degree less or equal to .
-a subset of , containing only irreducible monic polynomials.
• ℐ -an ideal in Z [ ] generated by a polynomial ( ).
• Z [ ]/ℐ -quotient ring modulo ideal ℐ .
• P -a set of prime numbers with a length of binary representation .
• ← $ -sampling a random element from a set with uniform distribution.
• LC( ( )) -coefficient of a highest non-zero term of a polynomial ( ). As a server we will denote an untrusted party, which is given with ciphertexts and public cryptosystem properties to perform encrypted computations over them.
An integer quotient ring which holds plaintext is called private. An integer quotient ring which holds coefficients of ciphertext polynomials is called public.
A. The encryption concept overview
Hereinafter we assume that is a general cryptosystem security parameter and all other parameters implicitly depend on it. We fix two of them: = ( ) ∈ Z defines secret polynomial degree and = ( ) ∈ Z specifies private ring modulus binary length. Let's establish a secret key:
To encrypt an integer number ∈ Z , where ∈ P , we need to generate random 1 ( ) ∈ , , 2 ( ) ∈ , , ∈ Z . Then we compute two ciphertexts:
1 ( ) is a "real" ciphertext and 2 ( ) a "fake". By Chinese Remainder Theorem we can construct a polynomial ( )
This also implies two following statements:
Being mathematically trivial, (1) illustrates, that secret polynomial ( ) can't be recovered by finding GCD of two ciphertexts of zero, and (2) implies, that knowing ( ) doesn't decrypt original plaintext over Z . More detailed security analysis will be provided in section V. In practice we don't care about particular value of , so we can simplify encryption procedure and build ( ) by following formula:
When ( ) ̸ ≡ 0 statements (1) and (2) will remain true for ( ).
B. Cryptosystem initialization
Before initializing cryptosystem we must specify parameters = d( ) and = b( ). defines degree of secret polynomial and is number of bits in binary representation of numbers and . The larger values are chosen, the higher level of security is reached.
We select two prime numbers , of length , which define private ring Z and public ring Z . Since we need to hide private ring from an adversary we pass to a server product only. Thus becomes a part of secret key.
We sample a random monic irreducible polynomial ( ) ∈ Input: -size of prime modulus in bits, -degree of secret polynomial ( ). At this point we can define cryptosystem public properties and a secret key :
Algorithm 1 provides formalized description of cryptosystem initialization process.
C. Encryption and decryption
Let ∈ Z be a plaintext. Then we map it to a ciphertext polynomial ( ) ∈ Z [ ] computed by following formula:
Here ( ) is randomly sampled from , and ( ) ∈ Z [ ] is a random non-zero polynomial of degree 2 −1. It's important to use different ( ) for each encryption to obtain properties of probabilistic encryption. This is also critical for encryption security level.
Decryption is as easy as computing remainder of division of ( ) by and then ( ):
Since ( ) is monic and 1 is reversible in any ring Z , is determined unambiguously. Algorithms 2 and 3 provide formal description for this procedures.
D. Calculation over ciphertexts
The encryption scheme supports homomorphic addition and multiplication over ciphertexts.
Polynomials produced by the algorithm 2 may be considered as elements of quotient ring Z [ ]/ℐ . Thus addition and multiplication of ciphertexts must be performed according to rules of multiplication and addition of polynomials in such ring. Due to nature of the quotient ring degree of minimal class member is below deg( ( )). This implies upper limit of ciphertext size. Informally this may be treated as follows. Polynomials of a form · ( ) are ciphertexts of zero in terms of our encryption. Assume that we've got ciphertext ( ) as a result of some calculations. Let ′ = deg( ( )) be greater than deg( ( )) = 2 + 1. Due to homomorphic properties of our cryptosystem ciphertext
is an encryption of the same number as ( ). By construction, deg(
Repeating this operation we can reduce degree of ( ) at least to 2 while preserving decryption correctness. Described procedure is essentially equivalent to finding remainder of division of ( ) by ( ), thus it's equivalent to operations over the ring
Formal correctness of this view and homomorphic encryption properties are proved in section IV.
IV. ENCRYPTION CORRECTNESS
Correctness of FHE scheme must be proved in two meanings. First, it must be able to encrypt any plaintext with any valid secret key and then correctly decrypt it. Second, for each claimed homomorphic operation ∘ and ciphertexts 1 ( ), 2 ( ) for numbers , respectively decryption of 1 ( )∘ 2 ( ) must match to ∘ .
Proof: Given an arbitrary ( ) and monic ( ), Euclidean division algorithm unique quotient and remainder:
Thus, ( ) and ( ) exist and unique for any given ( ) and · ( ).
where:
Then defines a subring in
Let's prove that ′ defines subring in Z [ ]. Obviously, ′ contains both 0 and 1:
′ is closed under addition:
Note that given ( ) ∈ ′ might have several representation that satisfy conditions on ′ . Though there always exists unique representation of ( ) having deg[ ( )] < deg[ ( )] due to lemma 1. We will refer it as normalized form.
Now consider product
By lemma 1, (7) satisfies requirements for being normalized form of · ( ), thus · ( ) ∈ ′ . Statements (4), (5), (6), (7) show that ′ passes subring test, thus ′ is subring in
Theorem 2. Using the notion of theorem 1, following statements are true:
is a ring epimorphism (surjective homomorphism). 2) there exists injective mapping ℰ : Z → such that for any ∈ Z following equation is correct:
Proof: can be represented as a composition of two mappings defined by natural homomorphisms:
Here as /⟨ ⟩ we denote a quotient ring generated by ideal ⟨ ⟩, where is considered as polynomial of zero degree. By definition, /⟨ ⟩ ⊆ Z . As composition of two homomorphisms is a homomorphism and ≡ ∘ , thus is homomorphism from to Z .
Let's prove that is an epimorphism. For any ∈ Z there exists ( ) ∈ which normalized form is equals to:
By definition of , ( ( )) = . Thus is an epimorphism.
By construction, any mapping ℰ( ) = ( ) ( )+ ( )+ for given ( ) and and arbitrary ( ) and ( ) satisfies requirement = (ℰ( )) and any ∈ Z .
From this theorems two corollaries follow, which directly prove encryption correctness.
Corollary 1 (On correctness of encryption and decryption).
Let ℰ and be the mappings defined by algorithms 2 and 3 respectively. Then following statements are true: 
Proof: By construction ℰ ≡ ℰ and ≡ , where mappings ℰ and are from theorem 2. Theorem 1 guarantees that decryption algorithm will be able to handle correctly ciphertexts after addition or multiplication. In turn, homomorphic properties proven in theorem 2 imply correctness of statements (8) and (9) .
Based on corollaries 1 and 2 we can state that provided algorithms might be used for encryption, yet it's security still must be evaluated. We do it in the next section.
V. ENCRYPTION SECURITY EVALUATION

A. Preliminaries
In this section we will consider the cryptosystem security against most typical attacks. As it was mentioned in introduction this encryption might be considered as a member of Polly Cracker family, in particular as a modification of noiseless encryption described in [6] . Since Polly Crackerstyle schemes are believed to be generally insecure, we must also evaluate resistance of our encryption against most typical attacks proposed for this cryptosystem family.
Hereinafter we will assume that during cryptosystem construction prime numbers and were chosen large enough to make factoring a product of them unacceptable for an adversary due to high costs. By the time of writing it is sufficient to have log 2 ( ) = log 2 ( ) = 1024 to make factoring merely impossible.
B. Ciphertext-only attack
First of all, we must consider a case when an adversary has access only to a set of ciphertexts 1 ( ), . . . , ( ) and cryptosystem public parameters = ⟨ , ( )⟩. The most straightforward attack involves solving system of non-linear equations over Z for the unknown ( ):
Typically such equation systems are solved in three steps: ring Z is decomposed into a direct product of prime fields Z × Z , equations are solved over each of prime fields and by the Chinese Remainder Theorem solution over Z is reconstructed. However, this method won't work for our case, because we assume factoring to decompose ring Z to be a hard problem. On the other hand, solving polynomial equations of an arbitrary degree right over the ring is as hard as integer factorization, as proved for Rabin's public key cryptosystem [7] .
Another approach is brute-force attack on ( ). Given with a polynomial ′ ( ) attacker can perform following test:
If inequality (10) is satisfied, then given ′ ( ) is either secret ( ) itself or random multiplier ( ) used for encrypting this particular ciphertext. Probability of false positive is not higher than probability of using the same random ( ) for encrypting all given ciphertext, which is negligible for any > 1.
Nevertheless, complexity of this kind of attack is estimated as (2 ⌈log 2 ( )⌉· / ), where = deg[ ( )], because about a fraction of 1/ of polynomials of degree is irreducible over finite field [8, p. 142] . It means, that brute-force complexity is harder, than factoring , which is assumed to be infeasible. It seems to be more practical to investigate polynomial ( ) which is part of . As it was mentioned it is effectively a ciphertext of zero, so known plaintext attack might be performed. This scenario is considered in section V-C.
C. Known plaintext attack
In this case an adversary has access to a set of pairs of ciphertexts and corresponding plaintexts: ⟨ 1 , remove in KPA scenario:
Nevertheless ( ) term is still present in ( ), making it impossible to use GCD algorithm to reveal ( ). In turn, without being able to remove term ( ) ( ) from ( ), an adversary can't extract value of by applying to coefficients of ( ).
Let's consider another hypothetical attack targeted on finding roots of ( ) over Z . Assume that adversary tries different elements of Z according to some strategy. For each such element * he performs following test:
If there exists such * ∈ Z , which passes test (11), attacker will also recover = GCD( 1 ( * ), ). This information is enough to decrypt any ciphertext ( ):
This illustrates that requirement for ( ) to be irreducible over Z is substantial, because it makes impossible such kind of attack.
D. Typical attacks on Polly Cracker cryptosystems
For the sake of completeness we must consider proposed cryptosystem as member of Polly Cracker system and verify that it's secure against already known attacks. In [5] , there is a good review of those. They may be classified into several groups: attacks based on Buchberger's algorithm [4] or it's modifications, sparse polynomial based attacks and other algebraic attacks based on solving equation systems.
The first group uses Buchberger's algorithm to reconstruct Gröbner basis of a secret ideal, for example, the Fantomas [3] and 2-nomial attacks [9] . These attacks could be barely applied to our cryptosystem, because Gröbner basis theory for finite integer rings isn't currently developed and there is no suitable modification of Buchberger's algorithm. Typical for this purpose method of ring decomposition in conjunction with Chinese Remainder Theorem couldn't be applied here due to hardness of factoring public ring modulus.
The second group exploits sparseness of polynomials used for encryption which is obviously not our case. We use univariate polynomials and can afford using dense ones. Examples for these groups are intelligent linear algebra [10, Ch. 5, S6], differential [11] and zero-evaluation attacks [5, p. 7-8] .
Finally, most of other attacks reduce to solving various equation systems over a finite ring, which is Z in our case. As it was already mentioned, the problem of root finding over a finite integer ring is computationally hard in case of composite modulus. This allows us to state that our cryptosystem is secure against typical Polly Cracker attacks.
VI. GROWING CIPHERTEXT VARIANT
As it was shown in previous section, security of our cryptosystem mostly relies on hardness of factoring public ring modulus . It turns out, that we can trade some additional level of security for calculations performance. The idea behind this is using Z as public ring instead of Z . Thus we transfer only Proof: This directly follows from existence of natural homomorphism from Z to Z .
From security point of view, hiding product of gives us two advantages: any possible attacks based on factoring become impossible, since an attacker doesn't know the product; when brute-forcing ( ) an adversary has no strict upper bound for key coefficients, making search harder. Thus, brute-force attack described in section V-B is still theoretically possible, though it becomes even more sophisticated.
The only drawback of required scheme is ciphertext growth during encrypted calculations. Let = ⌈ 2 ( )⌉ be a number of bits, occupied by single coefficient and = deg[ ( )]. Denote size[ ( )] a number of bit occupied by ( ). Hereinafter in this section, when adding or multiplying polynomials, we always mean operations performed modulo ( ).
When adding two polynomials, each coefficient might grow by 1 bit, resulting up to bits growth for a whole polynomial.
Similar, after multiplication each new coefficient is a sum of up to products of original coefficients. Product of two numbers might take up to twice more space then original numbers, resulting following estimation:
From (12), (13) we can conclude, that despite of better security this variant is recommended for use only if intended computations are short enough to afford ciphertext growth.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION-RELATED ISSUES
Any cryptosystem intended for practical usage requires not only theoretical proof of security, but also careful implementation. In our work we actively use many non-trivial entities, such as irreducible polynomials and large prime numbers. Thus, implementation brings up some additional mathematical questions, which are critical for actual level of security provided by it. In our case two major issues are generation of random prime numbers and random irreducible polynomials. Additionally, there is a class of software engineering problems, such as efficient memory management and polynomial arithmetics, which are quite important for good performance of encrypted calculations. We admit importance of this questions, though they are out of this paper's scope.
A. Random prime numbers
Our encryption definitely falls into a category of cryptosystems, which rely on integer factorization hardness. That's why we require high-quality random prime numbers for key generation. Current industry-wide standard is usage of pseudoprimes, which are prime with high probability. Though throughout this paper we always consider numbers and to be prime, this fact isn't critical for correctness of encryption and calculations over ciphertexts, which means it's safe to use pseudoprimes in actual encryption implementation.
Another implementation issue is type of prime number to use. Though there is a debate [12] about strong primes advantages, we prefer to use them instead of arbitrary large pseudoprimes, since there are fast enough approaches [13] to generate them.
Finally, we note that recent research [14] shows that there are efficient algorithms, that are able to factorize product of two primes with small difference. For example, [15, sec. 4.1.2 and C.3] requires at least 100 bit difference between them. Though this analysis was performed for RSA cryptosystem, it also applies to our work.
B. Random irreducible polynomials
Since we need to construct random irreducible polynomials, most of existing deterministic algorithms aren't suitable for us. Thus we consider taking random polynomials and testing them for irreducibility. There is estimation [8, p. 142 ] of number of irreducible polynomials of given degree over finite field Z :
which means that a fraction 1/ of polynomials of degree is irreducible. In our encryption, we need polynomials irreducible over Z . Using this estimation we can find an optimal trade-off between encryption security and space efficiency, depending of value of . Assume that is 1024-bit number. Then we'd have | , | ≈ 2 1023· / irreducible polynomials. This means even = 3 is enough to make it merely impossible to generate same polynomial twice. I. e. if one would encrypt a petabyte of 64-bit integers, chance that one irreducible polynomial would have been used twice is be about 2 −3020 . At the same time, size of ciphertext for a single integer would be 1024 bytes, 128 times larger than plain text.
Finally, it's critical for encryption performance to have efficient irreducibility test for our approach. According to [16] Ben-Or test is the most effective one, especially for low-degree polynomials like we are proposing.
VIII. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE SCHEME
Since we claim our scheme to be practical, we must consider more precisely how it could be applied to a realworld computations. We have already mentioned, that we must use private ring with modulo being about 1024-bit number to reach required level of security. The only practical difficulty is mismatch between private ring Z and integer rings which computer operates, typically Z 2 32 or Z 2 64 , which we denote as Z . Indeed, there is no homomorphism between Z and Z , thus we must take care of possible calculation result mismatches.
Fortunately, Z is much larger than Z . Therefore, decryption correctness issues would occur only after integer overflow in Z . In practice most of calculations are organized to prevent integer overflow in Z . For such cases our cryptosystem is able to evaluate formulas of an arbitrary length.
If a specific type of calculations relies on integer overflows, we can construct a cryptosystem to tolerate at least overflows for any predefined > 0. Denote = ⌊log 2 ( )⌋ -guaranteed number of significant bits, which may be taken by a number from private ring before overflow might occur, = ⌊log 2 (|Z |)⌋ -number of bits in native computer data type we need to encrypt.
Consider operations on two integers 1 , 2 of 1 , 2 significant bits respectively. Following statements describe growth of bit number taken by operation result:
In a worst case, result size increases by one bit after each addition and doubles after multiplication. Therefore, to tolerate at least add addition and mul multiplication overflows we must choose
For example, in case of 32-bit integers and 1024-bit private ring we can tolerate at least 91 addition and 4 multiplication sequential overflows. We expect that this is quite enough for most kinds of calculations, especially in database.
There is one important observation from this example. It's reasonable to choose private ring modulus of 2 + 1 significant meaningful binary digits. This would permit one additional multiplication overflow at cost of only 1 bit increase of private ring. Therefore, if implementation allows us to store ciphertext polynomial coefficients aligned to a single bit, we could benefit from using 1025-bit private ring and 2050-bit public ring instead of 1024 and 2048-bit ones.
IX. PERFORMANCE
To test actual performance of our encryption scheme we've implemented a small C++ library, on top of mathematical primitives from NTL with GMP backend.
We have tested performance with following parameters: deg[ ( )] = 1, 3, 5, 10 and size of prime numbers , equals 512 and 1024 bits, 8 different configurations in total.
We had following reasoning behind selected values of deg[ ( )]: 1 as the least theoretically possible value, thus it must have the highest performance among others; 3 is optimal value from security standpoint, discussed in section VII-B; 5 and 10 were selected to evaluate overall performance loss trend. As of bit sizes, 512 and 1024 are the most interesting values, since currently factoring 1024-bit number is recognized to be infeasible for most of organizations in the world and 2048-bit is considered as "future-proof" for several upcoming decades.
All presented results were obtained on consumer-grade laptop with Intel Core i5 M460 2.53 GHz CPU, under Ubuntu Linux 13.10, using NTL 6.0.0 and GMP 5.1.2 compiled by GCC 4.8.1.
Encrypted calculation performance was measured for pointwise addition and multiplication of two random vectors of length 400. As a reference, the same test was performed for vectors of 64-bit long integers. Tables I and II hold results of these tests. "Overhead" column shows slowdown factor comparing to unencrypted calculations. Addition demonstrates expected performance hit of about 10 3 -10 4 times, caused by more expensive long arithmetic involved and significant size of operands (128 times larger than regular 64-bit integer). Multiplication suffers from slowdown by 10 4 -10 5 times because more computationally expensive polynomial multiplication algorithm and (for our implementation) frequent memory reallocations inside NTL. Thus, we'd expect significantly better results in case of implementation, which doesn't actively use dynamic memory.
Finally, in table III we see expected encryption performance losses for higher degrees of ( ) caused higher complexity of finding irreducible polynomials. Decryption performs better both because it's computationally simpler and doesn't require searching irreducible polynomials.
X. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have proposed a cryptosystem which may be considered as a candidate for a practical FHE scheme applicable for real-world usage. Certainly our modifications, called to resist known attacks require more thorough analysis for actual level of security reached.
We highlight the method of restricting ciphertext growth as the main practical result of this work. The idea of exploiting ciphertext structure and a valid encryption of zero to reduce ciphertext length in cryptosystem homomorphic to subtraction might be applied to other encryption schemes. This is the main field of future research, which should bring us closer to practical homomorphic encryption.
Our cryptosystem has also some useful properties, which might become important in practical usage. For example, variable substitution might be exploited as on-the-fly key switching mechanism without re-encryption. If we consider ciphertext ( ) = ( ) ( ) + ( ) + and variable substitution = ( ), then ( ( )) can be decrypted with key = ⟨ , ( ( ))⟩, though the old key ⟨ , ( )⟩ won't fit anymore. In practice this may become a real obstacle for an adversary. By the time he will recover the old key it won't be useful.
